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A disease is a particular abnormal condition that negatively affects the structure or function of part or all of an
organism, and that is not due to any external injury. Diseases are often construed as medical conditions that
are associated with specific symptoms and signs. A disease may be caused by external factors such as
pathogens or by internal dysfunctions.
Disease - Wikipedia
The digestive system made up of the gastrointestinal tract (GI), liver, pancreas, and gallbladder helps the
body digest food. Digestion is important for breaking down food into nutrients, which your body uses for
energy, growth, and cell repair. Some digestive diseases and conditions are acute ...
Digestive Diseases | NIDDK
The kidneys are two bean-shaped organs. Each kidney is about the size of a fist. Your kidneys filter extra
water and wastes out of your blood and make urine. Kidney disease means your kidneys are damaged and
canâ€™t filter blood the way they should. You are at greater risk for kidney disease if you ...
Kidney Disease | NIDDK
Membership. Belong to the organization that advances you, your career, and the field of hepatology by
providing the ultimate in liver research, training, and care of patients with liver disease.
Practice Guidelines | AASLD
Educational articles about common rheumatic diseases and conditions and tips for living well with rheumatic
disease
Diseases and Conditions - American College of Rheumatology
The thyroid is a gland in the neck. The thyroid gland creates hormones that affect metabolism. Learn about
thyroid diseases, such as hypothyroidism.
Thyroid Problems | Hypothyroidism | Hyperthyroidism
Your body's immune system protects you from disease and infection. But if you have an autoimmune
disease, your immune system attacks healthy cells in your body by mistake. Autoimmune diseases can affect
many parts of the body.
Autoimmune Diseases | Autoimmune Disease Symptoms
A parasite is an organism that lives on or in a host and gets its food from or at the expense of its host.
Parasites can cause disease in humans. Some parasitic diseases are easily treated and some are not. The
burden of these diseases often rests on communities in the tropics and subtropics, but parasitic infections
also affect people in developed countries.
CDC - Parasites
The liver, an organ only found in vertebrates, detoxifies various metabolites, synthesizes proteins, and
produces biochemicals necessary for digestion. In humans, it is located in the right upper quadrant of the
abdomen, below the diaphragm.Its other roles in metabolism include the regulation of glycogen storage,
decomposition of red blood cells and the production of hormones.
Liver - Wikipedia
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The Cure for all Diseases With Many Case Histories of diabetes, high blood pressure, seizures, chronic
fatigue syndrome, migraines, Alzheimer's, Parkinson's, multiple
The Cure for all Diseases - Alternativa za Vas
The Journal of Gastrointestinal and Liver Diseases (JGLD) is indexed / covered by major information retrieval
systems, including Thomson Reuters - Science Citation Index Expanded (SciSearchÂ®) and Journal Citation
Reports/Science Edition, Index Medicus and Medline/Pubmed, EMBASE/Excerpta Medica, SCOPUS,
EBSCO, DOI/Crossref and Google Scholar.
Journal of Gastrointestinal and Liver Diseases | Official
Diseases and Conditions information from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
Diseases & Conditions | CDC
Diagnosis and treatment of drug-induced cholestatic liver diseases. Diagnosis and treatment of genetic
cholestatic liver diseases. Diagnosis and treatment of cholestatic liver diseases
EASL Clinical Practice Guidelines: Management of
Granulomas are compact spherical masses of aggregated epithelioid histiocytes measuring anywhere from
50 to 300 mm. This is equivalent to 0.5â€“6 times the diameter of a liver core needle biopsy. 17 Often, but not
always, they contain multinucleated giant cells and are surrounded by a cuff of lymphocytes and plasma cells
(Fig. 1A). Such large granulomas are often formed by conglomeration of ...
Granulomatous liver diseases: A review - ScienceDirect
If you have liver cancer or are close to someone who does, knowing what to expect can help you cope. Here
you can find out all about liver cancer, including risk factors, symptoms, how it is found, and how it is treated.
Liver Cancer - American Cancer Society
Welcome to the UNC Division of Gastroenterology and Hepatology! We are committed to providing high
quality, compassionate healthcare, advancing our understanding of digestive and liver diseases, and training
future clinicians and researchers.
Welcome â€” gi - UNC School of Medicine
Mississippi State University is an equal opportunity institution. Discrimination in university employment,
programs or activities based on race, color, ethnicity, sex, pregnancy, religion, national origin, disability, age,
sexual orientation, genetic information, status as a U.S. veteran, or any other status protected by applicable
law is prohibited.
Mississippi State University Extension Service
As of October 1, the Joint Federal Travel Regulations, Volume 1 (JFTR) and the Joint Travel Regulations,
Volume2 (JTR) officially merged into a single set of
As of October 1, the Joint Federal Travel Regulations
An enlarged liver is one that's bigger than normal. The medical term is hepatomegaly
(hep-uh-toe-MEG-uh-le). Rather than a disease, an enlarged liver is a sign of an underlying problem, such as
liver disease, congestive heart failure or cancer. Treatment involves identifying and controlling the ...
Enlarged liver - Symptoms and causes - Mayo Clinic
Alagille syndrome â€” also known as Alagille-Watson syndrome, syndromic bile duct paucity and
arteriohepatic dysplasia â€” is an autosomal dominant inherited disorder associated with liver, heart, eye and
skeletal abnormalities, as well as characteristic facial features.
Alagille Syndrome | Children's Hospital of Philadelphia
Metabolic Functions of the Liver. Hepatocytes are metabolic overachievers in the body. They play critical
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roles in synthesizing molecules that are utilized elsewhere to support homeostasis, in converting molecules of
one type to another, and in regulating energy balances.
Metabolic Functions of the Liver - Colorado State University
Acute liver failure (ALF) is an uncommon condition in which rapid deterioration of liver function results in
coagulopathy and alteration in the mental status of a previously healthy individual. Acute liver failure often
affects young people and carries a very high mortality.
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